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 Our primary goal: light your passion to achieve greatness. 
 
From 1905 Victoria Arduino has been chosen by those who love 
great coffee made with a superb coffee machine, unique in its 
design, with high quality standards and performance.

 Even today, the mission of Pier Teresio Arduino is 
accomplished; an ingenious technology made in Italy while 
maintaining the family tradition. The Victoria Arduino coffee 
machines were created from the inspiration of those who desire a 
memorable moment while sipping their cup of coffee.

 Excellence means offering an unforgettable moment.

FROM 1905, BELIEVING IN INNOVATION.
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 The range of Victoria Arduino grinders is created for professionals 
demanding excellent products.
 So advanced, they always guarantee an optimum grinding. The fragrance 
and aroma remain untouched with any coffee variety. It is an intelligent on demand 
system that guarantees a flawless result.

THE GRINDING METHOD IS THE START 
OF A PERFECT ESPRESSO

“IN SHORT”: A GREAT COFFEE

Gravimetric system for 
a precise dose and a 

consistent result.

Clima Pro 2.0 technology 
guarantees a better 

grinding temperature 
consistency.

Burrs variable speed grants 
the decreasing of the 

grinding times per dose.

Grinder burrs made by 
special steel to avoid burrs 
overheating and to leave

no residue.

Easy to clean without 
wasting coffee. Fast 

resetting. 

perfect
grinding
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MYTHOS FAMILY
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From the Mythos One experience, Mythos 2 
is created. It is the new generation grinder that 
guarantees and combines maximum consistency 
with high productivity. Thanks to new technologies 
Gravitech and Clima Pro 2.0, Mythos 2 is the most 

advanced grinder on the market.

MYTHOS
TWO

victoria arduino - mythos family
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GRAVIMETRIC
SYSTEM

HIGHER
PRODUCTIVITY

CLIMA PRO 2.0

GRAND AND
CUSTOM-MADE

VARIABLE SPEED

SILENTIOUS

The dose is directly adjustable from the touch 
screen dispaly. The barista can choose between 

three different pre-sets thus allowing all 
operations to be more simple and efficient.

With Mythos 2, Victoria Arduino developed 
a grinding chamber with Nanotech burrs of 
85 mm for a faster production. The special 
propeller found on top of the burrs, holds a 

constant pressure of the coffee preserving its 
wholeness.

The new system Clima Pro 2.0 guarantees a 
fixed temperature (chosen between 30 and 

50 ° C), during the whole grinding phase. This 
allows for quality assurance.

Mythos 2, with its versatile design and 
aluminum covering is impressive. While the 
dispensing zone remains very technical, the 
programming display (touch screen with 3 

dispensing buttons) is modern and innovative. 
Mythos 2 is also custom-made; completely 

unique to fit each unique personality. A classy 
touch in your the coffee shop.

The variable speed of the Mythos 2 guarantees 
excellent grinding conditions using different 

varieties of coffee while maintaining their 
unique aroma. Our energy saving patent 

allows for constant speed and controls the 
temperature of the grinder.

This feature makes the grinder more silent 
and noises are eliminated. Mythos 2 allows a 
more comfortable and quiet environment for 

the clients.
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The new generation grinders on demand; tradition 
meets innovation. A combination of fine details and 
materials with advanced technology and intelligent 
elements. The features Clima Pro and Clump 
Crusher of the Mythos One, allows for the grinder 
to keep a constant outflow of ground coffee for a 
better extraction quality. The Mythos One, with 
its impressive characteristics and new features 
allows the baristas to make great espresso for the 

demanding client. 

ONE
MYTHOS
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CLIMA PRO TECHNOLOGY

ERGONOMIC SHAPE

CLUMP CRUSHER SYSTEM

LIFE-LASTING BURRS

FILTER HOLDER HOOK

SILENTIOUS

Guarantees a stable temperature during the 
grinding phase for an intense and consistent 

texture.

The new ergonomic shape of the grinder is 
much user friendly and allows a complete 
control of the machine. The LED lights 

guarantee full illumination even when darker.

This system eliminates the electrical static 
effect of the ground coffee, maintaining the 

continuous flow of coffee and reducing residue.

Nanotech burrs for an even more efficient 
and durable grinding operation (up to 1200 kg 

of coffee).

One of the most functional and ergonomic 
revisions made on the Mythos One. The 

operations of the barista are facilitated with less 
wrist strain.

The new technical features allow the machine 
to work silently guaranteeing a quiet ambiance 

in the coffee shop.
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MDJ
MDJ on demand is the high-quality

professional grinder.
It is the ideal machine for a highly productive 

establishment that can grind up to 3 kg per day.
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silence SOLID AND PRECISE MICROMETRIC REGULATION PORTAFILTER HOOK

The new system with revised 
suspensions, isolates the engine to 

eliminate unwanted noises.

Made up of inox steel, the MDJ 
on demand is a sturdy and durable 

machine.

This function regulates the grain 
size with extreme precision using 

flat burrs of 75 mm.

The new portafilter hook 
facilitates the work of the barista. 
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MDXS
Even more advanced, the MDXS on demand 
has a grinding capacity of 1,5 kg per day. 
Keeping the same features of the previous 

grinders, it stands out for its quietness. 
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SILENCE INSTANT GRINDING PRECISE GRINDING PORTAFILTER HOOK

Silent technology is present only 
in the top range grinders. It allows 
a pleasant ambience for the both 

barista and customers.

Designed to ease the outflow of 
ground coffee from the grinding 

chamber. The funnel system 
diminishes residue and guarantees 

a constant and durable quality.

Thanks to the new ventilation 
system, along with the 65 mm 

burrs, the machine guarantees a 
high-quality grinding experience. 
The constant temperature allows 
the coffee to keep its exclusive 

fragrance. 

Designed with aluminum and 
ergonomic parts, the portafilter 

hook of the MDXS offers a secure 
and stable closure.
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MDH
Compact, agile and efficient. This is MDH, the 
new compact grinder. It grinds up to 0.5 kg 
per day and can be of great use at home or at 

the office.
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SILENT 
TECHNOLOGY

MAXIMUM 
PRECISION

PERFORMANCE
AND POWER

MICROMETRIC 
REGULATION

Eliminating the vibrations, you can 
enjoy a great cup of coffee in a 

noiseless ambiance.

The micrometric regulation 
system makes the MDH more 
ductile with greater precision.

With its 900-watt engine, the 
MDH assures a uniform and 

powerful grinding. The 50 mm 
flat burrs in steel alloy increase 

performance guaranteeing a 
constant ratio.

This function adjusts the coffee 
grain size with maximum precision.
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MYTHOS TWO MYTHOS TWO 
GRAVITECH MYTHOS ONE

BODY

Material Aluminium Aluminium Stainless steel
COLORS

Black/white Black/white Black/white
DIMENSIONS

Width 202 mm 202 mm 188 mm
Height 518 mm 518 mm 510 mm
Depth 416 mm 416 mm 400 mm

WEIGHT
Net 21 kg 21 kg 23 kg

Gross 23,5 kg 23,5 kg 25 kg
BEAN HOPPER

Material Kostill for food Kostill for food Kostill for food
Capacity 2 kg 2 kg 1,3 kg

Bean hopper’s extraction 
safety system • • •

VOLTAGE

110 - 220 V 110 - 220 V 230 V (50/60Hz)
115 V (60Hz)

Certification per 115 V •
POWER

700-650 W (fixed speed)
450-500 W (variable speed) 650 W 230 V / 800 W

115 V / 950W
GRINDING \

Grinding regulation Micrometric Micrometric Micrometric
Recommended up to 8 kg 8 kg 6 kg

Grinding speed
(sec/dose)

4 g/s (fixed speed) 2-4,5g/s 
(variable speed) 2-4,5g/s 2,7 g/s

Burrs 85 mm 85 mm 75 mm
Long life treatment • • •

ELECTRONIC
Engine protection system • • •

Type of dosage Temporized/manual Gravimetric Temporized/manual
Two lines display •

Touch screen display • •
Electronic dosing •

N. programmed doses 3 3 3
Stop&Go • • •

Barista function • • •
Dose addition function • • •

Languages I/GB/F/D/E I/GB/F/D/E I/GB/F/D/E
Total counter • • •

Partial counter • • •



MDJ ON DEMAND MDXS ON DEMAND MDH
BODY

Material Aluminium Aluminium Aluminium
COLORS

Black/white Black/white Black
DIMENSIONS

Width 215 mm 212 mm 156,2 mm
Height 605 mm 585 mm 382,6 mm
Depth 290 mm 290 mm 213,2 mm

WEIGHT
Net 15 kg 12 kg 5 kg

Gross 17 kg 13,5 kg 6 kg
BEAN HOPPER

Material Kostill for food Kostill for food Kostill for food
Capacity 1,6 kg 1,6 kg 0,5 kg

Bean hopper’s extraction 
safety system • • •

VOLTAGE
230 V (50/60Hz)

115 V (60Hz) 110 - 220 V 110 - 220 V

Certification per 115 V •
POWER

230 V / 575 W
115 V / 750W

400 W (110 V)
500 W (220 V) 260 W

GRINDING
Grinding regulation Micrometric Micrometric Micrometric

Recommended up to 3 kg 1,5 kg 0,5 kg
Grinding speed

(sec/dose) 4 - 5 g/s 2 g/s 1 g/s

Burrs 75 mm 65 mm 50 mm
Long life treatment •

ELECTRONIC
Engine protection system • • •

Type of dosage Temporized Temporized/manual Temporized/manual
Two lines display • •
Electronic dosing • •

N. programmed doses 2 2 1
Stop&Go •

Barista function
Dose addition function

Languages
Total counter • •

Partial counter • •
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